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1. Brain-warmer. Verify the form of the propagator for the massive vector field

by plugging in the mode expansion and using the completeness relation for the

polarization vectors.

2. Scalar particle scattering cross sections.

Let’s consider again the example of a complex scalar field Φ interacting with a

real scalar field φ with Lagrangian

L =
1

2
∂µΦ?∂µΦ− 1

2
m2Φ?Φ +

1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ− 1

2
M2φ2 + LI (1)

with LI = −gΦ?Φφ.

We can call the Φ particles are ‘snucleons,’ since they are scalar analogs of nu-

cleons.

What is the leading-order differential cross-section dσ
dΩ

for 2→ 2 snucleon-snucleon

scattering in d = 3 space dimensions in the center-of-mass frame? Draw the

relevant Feynman diagram(s).

What is the total cross section in the limit that the snucleons are massless?

3. Decay of a scalar particle..

Consider the following Lagrangian, involving two real scalar fields Φ and φ:

L =
1

2

(
∂µΦ∂µΦ−M2Φ2 + ∂µφ∂

µφ−m2φ2
)
− µΦφ2.

The last term is an interaction that allows a Φ particle to decay into two φs, if

the kinematics allow it. Calculate the lifetime of the Φ particle to lowest order in

µ. Draw the relevant Feynman diagram(s). What is the condition on the masses

for a finite lifetime?

4. Meson scattering.

Now consider the Yukawa theory with fermions, with

L = Ψ̄
(
i/∂ −m

)
Ψ +

1

2
∂µφ∂

µφ− 1

2
M2φ2 + Lint

and Lint = gΨ̄Ψφ.
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(a) Draw the Feynman diagram which gives the leading contribution to the

process φφ→ φφ.

(b) Derive the correct sign of the amplitude by considering the relevant ma-

trix elements of powers of the interaction hamiltonian. Compare with the

Feynman rules for fermions stated in lecture.

(c) Evaluate the diagram in terms of a spinor trace and a momentum integral.

Do not do the momentum integral. Suppose that the integral is cutoff at

large k by some cutoff Λ. Estimate the dependence on Λ.

5. Ward identity in scalar QED. We noted in lecture that scalar QED is different

from the usual spinor QED in that the coupling to the gauge field is not just jµAµ
where jµ is a current independent of A. In this problem we’ll see how this changes

the proof of the Ward identity.

(a) Consider a Green’s function in scalar QED of the form G ≡ 〈0|T O1 · · · On|0〉
where Oi ≡ Oi(xi) has charge Qi under the transformation

Φ(x)→ eiα(x)Φ(x), Aµ → Aµ. (2)

The phrase “O has charge Q” means O(x) 7→ eiQα(x)O(x). (Notice that

(2) is not the gauge transformation, since A does not transform.) Derive

the Schwinger-Dyson equation which follows from demanding that the path

integral is invariant under the change of variables (2) to first order in α.

(We are supposed to call the result a Ward-Takahashi identity.)

(b) Consider an amplitude in scalar QED with an external photon of polariza-

tion ε: M = εµMµ. Using the LSZ reduction formula, show the result of

the previous part implies the Ward identity pµMµ = 0. Conclude that the

longitudinal photons decouple in scalar QED as well.
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